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The Italian Renaissance, having discovered, revived, and adapted the theater of Greece and Rome, made
it an expression of the times. With regard to comedy, early 16 th-century authors imitated the Roman
comedy of Plautus and Terence, and went on to build a theater that reflected their own culture and
esthetic preferences. Playwrights, ever eager to amaze their audiences and win their applause, did not
hesitate to put to the test their stagecraft by venturing beyond the example of the Ancients. Unhinged
from the time-honored rules of the genre, playwrights went on to stage all sort of stories, some of which
hardly qualified as comedies, while others undermined the very structure of comedy. But if, on the one
hand, authors aspired to be creative, on the other hand, they hardly modified the theatrical stock types
they adopted form the Classics. Instead, they continued to cast and recast them in the same, old roles
until their behavior became so standardized as to be virtually predictable. Characters such as wily
servants, old men in love, old misers, pedants, braggart soldiers, eventually took a life of their own,
characterized by their individual histrionics and mannerisms. As such, they were ultimately absorbed into
the masked types of the Commedia dell’Arte where they became zanni, Arlecchino, Pantalone, Capitano,
Dottore, etc. Thus, fractured, undermined, and repetitive, neoclassical comedy scripted its own demise.
The vacuum it left was eventually filled by the increasingly popular Commedia dell’Arte, an art form that
welcomed and exploited the histrionics, verbal virtuosity, and mannerisms of the stock types from the
comic stage of the Renaissance.
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